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Delta Celebrates Its 30th Anniversary
(CHELSEA, March 8, 2016) – Delta Management Associates, Inc. (Delta) is celebrating its 30th anniversary
as a premier provider of collection solutions to clients in the higher education, government and financial
services industries. A family-owned and operated company, Delta was founded in February 1986 by
Michael W. Riordan, who continues to serve as the company’s treasurer.
During the past 30 years, Delta has grown from a small start-up into a company servicing hundreds of
clients and employing individuals in eight states. Despite the company’s meager beginning, Delta has
developed into a powerhouse in the collection industry.
“I started Delta in 1986 with the vision to become a leader in the collection industry and set the standards
for superior collection performance,” said Founder, Michael Riordan. “Delta’s successes over the past 30
years can be attributed to an unwavering commitment to the company’s core values: integrity, client
satisfaction, innovation, employee development, and security and compliance.”
“We would also like to take this opportunity to thank our two most valuable assets: our clients for their
loyalty and continued support and our employees for their dedication and hard work through the years
that have helped make delta exceptional.” said President, Christopher Riordan. “Our ongoing dedication
to quality and compliance will ensure Delta’s legacy of exceptional results for the next 30 years and
beyond.”
About Delta
For 30 years, Delta has offered superior recovery and default management solutions to higher education,
government and financial services clients nationwide. A leader in the industry, Delta’s full range of
services are bolstered by the use of advanced technology and data management tools, enhanced
business practices, and strict adherence to the dynamic regulatory environment. Delta’s experience,
knowledge and expertise, in conjunction with a proven collection strategy, enable Delta to provide
comprehensive collection solutions designed to provide the greatest return to its clients.
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